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Introduction
to Visa Claims Resolution
Disputes about card transactions
can prove a headache for customers,
retailers, card issuers and banks alike.
In the era of online shopping, the
number of ‘chargebacks’ continues to
grow.

WHAT:
Visa Claims Resolution will change
the way chargebacks – now to be
known instead as disputes – on Visa
card purchases are handled.

Fortunately, Visa is launching a new
system designed to ease some of the
pain. The Visa Claims Resolution (VCR)
initiative aims to simplify and speed
up the process of settling disputed
transactions.

WHEN:
Going live on 13 April 2018.
WHERE:
Global roll-out, having already been
introduced in Hong Kong and New
Zealand in October 2017.

A key aim is to root out disputes without
merit as quickly as possible – reducing
timeframes for some cases from 45 days
to 45 seconds. This is just one of the
ways in which VCR could make life easier
for businesses. But as with any change,
the new rules will also create some
challenges as merchants of all sizes will
have less time to respond to disputes.

WHY:
Visa wants disputes to be handled
more efficiently, saving time for
all parties and cutting out invalid
disputes (around 15% of claims)
as early as possible.

Key Things to Know
• VALIDITY: VCR will identify and reject disputes that do not meet Visa’s criteria
based on known transaction details, meaning merchants will spend less time
researching the validity of claims.
• EFFICIENCY: Chargebacks currently take 46 days to resolve on average but
VCR is expected to reduce that time to 31 days. That means most cases will be
settled within one billing cycle, which should increase customer satisfaction.
• TRANSPARENCY: VCR will rely on cardholders, issuers, merchants and
acquirers all sharing relevant information with Visa assigning parties an index
score “based on their use of the ecosystem”. A low score could potentially lead
to Visa requesting remediation (see the graphic on p. 3).
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VCR: Top 5 Benefits for Merchants
Through automation and other efficiency measures, VCR will make life easier for businesses
dealing with disputed transactions. Here's how:

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5
F ewer disputes
due to blocking
of invalid cases

Play a more
proactive part
in resolving
disputes (see
VMPI on p. 5)

Receive Visa
fraud reports to
aid decisions on
delivering goods
or services

Enhanced
ability for Visa to
identify abuse or
poor use of the
system

Better customer
experience
due to faster
resolution
of disputes

See our short expert video on changes to chargebacks for more on the benefits to merchants.

Clients will be assigned an index score based on their use of the ecosystem
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Positive and negative events will contribute to each party's score. Visa could request improvements
if scores fall below a certain level.
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Simplification:
new categories
and workflows

VCR will simplify parts of the dispute process. Merchants should find it
easier to understand how disputes are categorised. The current 22 ‘reason
codes’ to explain chargeback claims will be replaced with just four dispute
categories.
Each category has a set of conditions into which VCR will filter disputes
based on the initial facts. The four categories will be handled within two
types of workflow as shown in the graphic below.

Allocation – Fraud and Authorisation
disputes (60% to 80% of cases)
will be dealt with by VCR proactively
providing an automated decision.
Funds will be settled within 24 to 48 hours.

Collaboration – Processing Errors and Consumer Disputes
(20% to 40% of cases) may still require interaction between
merchants, acquirers and issuers. Collaboration will continue as
with the current chargeback process – but through streamlined
communications to speed up the process.

Streamlined dispute codes

ALLOCATION

COLLABORATION

22

Chargeback
Reason Codes

Fraud

Authorisation

Processing Errors

Response Times
Merchants will need to provide
faster responses under VCR.
Providing information as soon as
possible will help ensure cases
are submitted within 20 calendar
days, the limit Cardnet has
committed to.
Allocation disputes: after an
automated decision, the case
will be considered resolved. Until
now merchants could respond
to all fraud chargebacks. But in
future, challenges to Allocation
decisions will only be allowed with
compelling evidence; essentially
a merchant will need definitive
proof that a chargeback is
invalid. Cardnet must provide this
evidence within 20 calendar days.

Consumer Disputes

Onus on Issuers
Collaboration disputes: with no
automated initial decision, the full
process could take a little longer
on average. But the key point for
merchants is again to respond as
quickly as possible, as Cardnet will
still need to submit its case within
20 calendar days.
We understand that the new
response times may be a
challenge at first. But merchants
will soon benefit as faster decisions
reduce the burden of doubt on
businesses caught up in disputes.
Even the most complex cases that
go to arbitration will be settled
within a maximum of 70 days
after Allocation and 100 days after
Collaboration.
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Card issuers must complete
a range of actions under
VCR that should help
simplify the dispute process
for merchants:
• Selecting a dispute
category to start
a case
• Filling out a detailed
questionnaire before
the dispute is opened
• Reviewing related
transactions to help
detect invalid disputes
• Responding to all
submissions from
merchants/acquirers
or accepting liability
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Tackling Fraud
Fraudsters continue to see opportunities in technological change and the growth of online payments.
Some rule changes related to fraud have been incorporated into VCR, including measures that will offer
extra protection for merchants. These include:
•A
 limit of 35 fraud disputes on transactions where the
cardholder isn't present (e.g. online and telephone
orders) that an issuer can process on a single account
number within a 120-day period

•B
 locking an issuer from lodging fraud disputes on any
account it fails to close after an earlier report of fraud –
this will apply to any transaction with any merchant

The second change is specifically designed to prevent an issuer from passing on liability when it has not itself
acted to stop future fraud.
Visa Merchant Purchase Inquiry
A new system for real-time communication called
Visa Merchant Purchase Inquiry (VMPI) is being
introduced. Participating merchants can receive
push notifications of fraud reports. This could help
businesses minimise losses by improving their
decision-making on pending deliveries and future
transactions.

VMPI also promises to reduce disputes where a
cardholder does not recognise a transaction and may
wrongly suspect fraud or error. Issuers will be able
to communicate with merchants before raising an
official dispute. Proactive efforts by both parties could
avoid a dispute altogether where there is a simple
explanation (see the graphic below).

Visa Merchant Purchase Inquiry: how it works
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A cardholder
contacts their
card issuer
to query
a transaction.
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The
cardholder
now recalls
the purchase.

agent relays this
5 The
to the caller.

recognises
3 VROL
the merchant and sends

The customer service agent
enters the transaction
details in Visa Resolve
Online (VROL).

a REAL-TIME INQUIRY.
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The merchant may provide
a REAL-TIME RESPONSE
with extra information.

Visa says the goal is to enable issuers to ‘talk off’ potential disputes – and where possible to cut the time for
a resolution from 45 days to 45 seconds.

Making
the switch

These changes should benefit merchants of all kinds. Lloyds Bank
Cardnet will support our clients to ensure you make the transition
as smoothly as possible.
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Important Note:
The information shared in this update was accurate at the time
of publishing but many of the regulations we discussed are subject to change.
While all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the information
provided is correct, no liability is accepted by Lloyds Bank for any loss or
damage caused to any person relying on any statement or omission. This is for
information only and should not be relied upon as offering advice for any set of
circumstances. Specific advice should always be sought in each instance.

Please contact us if you would like this information in an alternative
format such as Braille, large print or audio

Our service promise
If you experience a problem, we will always try to resolve it as quickly as possible. Please
bring it to the attention of any member of staff. Our complaints procedures for businesses
with an annual turnover of up to £25m are published at lloydsbank.com/business/
contactus and for businesses with an annual turnover of £25m or more they can be found
at lloydsbankcommercial.com/contactus
Cardnet® is a registered trademark of Lloyds Bank plc. Lloyds Bank plc Registered
Office: 25 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7HN. Registered in England and Wales No.
2065. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Lloyds Bank plc is covered by
the Financial Ombudsman Service (please note that due to the eligibility criteria of this
scheme not all Lloyds Bank customers will be covered).
Information correct as at March 2018.

For more information visi t

lloydsbankcardnet.com

